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Notice of Serious Incident 

 

Date of Incident: 1/14/2023 

Date Received by DCCECE: 1/16/2023 

 

Facility Name: Perimeter of the Ozarks 

Facility Number: 237 

Facility Type: Residential 

Incident Type: Licensing 

Report Description: Name: , DOB: 1 , Guardian: 

Corpus Christi, TX ( Ward of the state)- notified Precaution safety plan: Self-Harm, for 7 

days LOS constant Police were called: N/A Incident : 01/14/23 , at 0945 and 1759 On 

1/14/2023 approximately 09:45am resident became overstimulated related to increased 

sound on the unit from an escalated peer. Resident began to hit her forehead against the 

wall down the hallway. Resident was not hitting their head hard but repeatedly in the same 

spot causing a disruption of the already existing wound from previous times. RN 

approached resident and inquired if this was related to increased volume. Resident shook 

her head yes and RN provided them with noise canceling headphones. RN took resident off 

the unit to clean forehead. RN instructed resident to wear noise canceling headphones into 

the hall way and utilize pop it while cleaning occurred. at 1759: Resident became 

overstimulated on unit again and began to hit head on wall again. Staff were successful in 

deescalating him and he ceased the behavior. Residents head was cleaned off. Will continue 

to monitor for safety. Guardian , therapist and APRN have been notified Related to this 

occurrence resident will be continuing on self harm precautions for another 7 days. 

 

Interim Action Narrative:  

 

 

Maltreatment Narrative:                                                             



 

 

 

 

 

 

Licensing Narrative: Facility has developed an individualized behavior plan for this resident 

that includes, recognizing signs and symptoms of escalation, and responding with specific 

interventions--weighted vest, noise cancelling headphones, pop it toys, and removing from 

the unit. Only staff who have signed off that they understand her individualized behavior 

plan are being staffed to work with her 1:1 during times of escalation.  




